
transformation of logistics 
and technological 

infrastructures

THEIR
OBJECTIVES

Active since more than 100 years in the import and distribution of fruit and vegetables, 
the company Grosbusch has become a reference in terms of quality and professionalism in 
Luxembourg as well as the Great Region. To support its expansion strategy, the company 
operated a deep transformation of its logistical and technological infrastructures. In Telin-
dus, Grosbusch found a Partner at the height of their ambitions.

«Our collaboration with Telindus started a little over a year ago», says Aurélien Infantino, IT 
manager at Grosbusch Sàrl. «To realise our development ambitions, we needed a partner 
able to meet our needs both locally and on European scale. Our objectives were to renew 
our entire information system by providing us with a second computer room, to improve the 
security of our data significantly and set up a single Wi-Fi network capable of fully covering 
our two buildings».

CASE STUDY - GROSBUSCH

Grosbusch chose telindus to 
accelerate its digital transformation 
and support its expansion strategy

THE
CHALLENGE
«We started from scratch to better redesign the IT infrastructure and renewed all compo-
nents - servers, storage, backup, switches and Wi-Fi network. And this within very tight 
deadlines because the new IT environment was to be ready for the celebration of the hun-
dredth anniversary of the company last June», he adds.

«Our intention was to digitalise processes and limit document printing as much as possible», 
says Aurélien Infantino. «Our 800 daily orders meant as many paper preparation vouchers. 
The implementation of our new Wi-Fi network allowed us to equip our order pickers’ pallet 
trucks with tablets connected to our ERP system, so that they could receive the vouchers in 
digital form».

Implementation of a 
new wifi network



“
DISCOVER
THEIR HISTORY

GROSBUSCH IN SHORT 
• 40 trucks and vans
• 1 integrated logistic platform of 17.000 m2 in the green triangle zone of Ellange
• 58 loading docks
• 1 turnover exceeding 50M€ in 2017
• 250 people employed 
• 1.400 permanent fruit and vegetable references 
• 1.800 customers, 410 suppliers

www.telindus.lu

THE
SOLUTIONS
This new approach shortens the process by allowing preparers to directly enter rectified orders into the tablet, thus preventing downstream 
services from re-entering data. For this, the company has 62 antennas distributed over the two buildings on the site which provide full coverage 
by a single wireless network, without interruption when switching from one building to the other. Visitors –suppliers for instance – have access to 
a rigorously segregated, dedicated network, to ensure security and integrity of production data flows.

«Today», continues Aurélien Infantino, «we have a physical server with a storage bay in each of the computer rooms. We in fact wanted to have 
an active and a passive array for replication. We carry out a dozen replications a day in order to limit the impact of an incident to a maximal 
acceptable interruption of 2 hours. We also have a third physical server dedicated to arbitration tasks between the two storage bays».
The infrastructure itself is redundant: two different fibre paths feed the computer rooms and the switches of the wireless network are doubled. 
These switches are interconnected by 10Gb links.

THE BENEFITS  
FOR GROSBUSCH
• Increased performances and comfort (2 computer rooms, 

10Gb network)
• Enhanced security (3-2-1 backup system: replication, back-

up to disk, external backup on tape)
• Gain in electrical equipment (PoE switches)
• Single point of contact, available 24h/7d
• Guaranteed response time of 4h in case of breakdown or 

incident
• Improved compliance and better auditability (ISO 9001:2008, 

ISO 14001, IFS, RSE,…)

THE 
RESULTS
«Working witht a single provider brings us a lot of comfort «, admits Loïc Sardu, Support Technician. “Having a single technical point of contact 
throughout the implementation period – and a single level of responsibility – for issues related to the entire new infrastructure, has been a big 
advantage. Telindus’ service offering covers all our needs including training. Thus, after a series of courses provided by Telindus, we are now able 
to create and manage our virtual machines autonomously. In addition, Telindus’ support teams are operational 24h/7d, a service level we could 
not previously benefit from».
«The fact that Telindus is a technological partner that has the power to intervene at local but also European level weighed on our decision as 
well», adds Aurélien Infantino. «We are actually developing our exports to other European countries as well as a development outside Europe. 
Telindus’ ability to support us in our international development is for us a guarantee of serenity and a source of confidence in the future», he 
concludes.

Telindus’ ability to support us in our international development, a 
source of confidence in the future. 

AURELIEN INFANTINO  - Responsable IT Grosbusch


